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The decision to buy an item at a regular price or wait for a possible markdown involves a multidimensional trade-off between
the value of the item, the delay in getting it, the likelihood of getting it, and the magnitude of the price discount. Such
trade-offs are prone to behavioral anomalies by which human decision makers deviate from the discounted expected utility
model. We build an axiomatic preference model that accounts for three well-known anomalies and produces a parsimonious
generalization of discounted expected utility. We then plug this behavioral model into a Stackelberg-Nash game between a
firm that decides the price discount and a continuum of consumers who decide to wait or buy, anticipating other consumers’
decisions and the resultant likelihood of product availability. We solve the markdown management problem and contrast the
results of our model with those under discounted expected utility. We analytically show that accounting for the behavioral
anomalies can result in larger markdowns and higher revenue. Finally, we calibrate our model via a laboratory experiment
and validate its predictions out-of-sample.
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1. Introduction
Many consumers around the globe regularly make the fol-
lowing decision, i.e., buy an item now at the tag price, p,
or wait until time t when the product will be marked down
to p41 − d5, but may only be available with probability q.
Understanding how consumers make such wait-or-buy deci-
sions is crucial for retailers to properly optimize markdowns
which, in turn, is critical for retailers’ profitability (Agrawal
and Smith 2009).

Historically, retailers optimized markdowns as if con-
sumers were myopic (Kalish 1983), that is, fail to take into
account the opportunity of future discounts. In this case,
retailers were inclined to offer large markdowns (e.g., 50%
or more) to expand the market. Such practice effectively
taught consumers to wait, reduced retailers’ profitability,
and led to a body of literature on pricing with strategic
consumers. Much of this literature uses the rational frame-
work of discounted expected utility (DEU), and suggests that
markdowns should be reduced or even eliminated in favor of
everyday low prices (Besanko and Winston 1990, Ortmeyer

et al. 1991, Aviv and Pazgal 2008). Observed behaviors,
however, deviate from myopia and DEU. The goals of this
paper are to build on the observed deviations, which we call
anomalies, propose a new behaviorally-grounded model of
wait-or-buy decisions, and study its implications for mark-
down management.

From the consumer’s viewpoint the wait-or-buy decision
is a multidimensional trade-off between the value of the item,
the price discount, the likelihood of getting the item, and the
delay in getting it. DEU, while directionally correct, treats
each dimension linearly and separately. In Section 2 we
present evidence that consumers view these trade-offs in a
nonlinear and interdependent way. For instance, consumers’
sensitivity to the risk of not obtaining an item depends on the
time delay and the magnitude of the discount; conversely,
sensitivity to a time delay depends on the price discount
and risk.

We capture this interdependency through the notion of
psychological distance that (Baucells and Heukamp 2012)
associated with the prospects of “buy now for sure” (zero
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distance) and “perhaps buy later” (time and risk distance).
In Section 3 we propose preference conditions that account
for three robust behavioral anomalies, i.e., the common ratio
effect describing the nonlinearity in sensitivity to risk; the
common difference effect, describing the nonlinearity in sen-
sitivity to time; and subendurance, describing how sensi-
tivity to time depends on the magnitude of payoff. Models
such as prospect theory or hyperbolic discounting account
for these anomalies separately, but there appears to be no
preference model that accounts for these anomalies simulta-
neously, which is necessary to describe a wait-or-buy deci-
sion. Rather than simply guessing such a model (and this is
one of the key contributions of our paper) we set preference
conditions (axioms) that capture these anomalies and derive
the new model. We call our model discount, probability, and
time trade-off (dPTT). The dPTT model is a parsimonious
generalization of DEU.

Using dPTT, we optimize a retailer’s markdown (a.k.a.,
price discount). To do so, in Section 4 we consider a standard
Stackelberg-Nash game between the firm and a continuum
of consumers. The firm announces the price discount. Given
the price discount, consumers (Stackelberg followers) antic-
ipate other consumers’ decisions, as well as the resultant
probability of product availability, which is endogenously
determined in the Nash equilibrium. Anticipating this equi-
librium, in Section 5 the retailer (Stackelberg leader) solves
the markdown optimization problem.

Our main result is that, compared with the DEU bench-
mark, accounting for the behavioral anomalies can lead to
larger optimal markdowns and larger revenues. We fur-
ther explore markdown timing and quantity optimization.
According to dPTT, and relative to DEU, markdowns should
be offered sooner and capacity rationing could be optimal
under broader conditions. Our main result agrees with Smith
and Achabal (1998), i.e., retailers should offer larger mark-
downs based on the dependency between demand and the
remaining available inventory; and Özer and Zheng (2016)
who argue that dynamic pricing is even more valuable than
previously thought due to the nonpecuniary behavioral fac-
tors such as consumers’ regret and misperceptions of product
availability. We reach the same conclusion based on the con-
sumers’ psychological perceptions of time, risk, and price
discount.

To understand our result, recall that the optimal markdown
is selected to balance the marginal revenue from selling more
units at the markdown price with the marginal cost of divert-
ing consumers from buying at the tag price. The behavioral
anomalies we study affect this balance in two ways. First,
subendurance implies that consumers are less patient for
small markdowns and more patient for large ones. At the
markdown level optimal for DEU, the former effect domi-
nates. Thus, the retailer exploits this impatience and offers
larger markdowns without sacrificing sales at the tag price.
Second, the nonlinearities in risk and time perception imply
that consumers are more sensitive to psychological distance
than the DEU model assumes when distances are small, but

are less sensitive when distances are large. Increasing the
markdown increases demand, which increases product avail-
ability risk and therefore the psychological distance. Thus,
consumers who, at the DEU-optimal markdown, were “buy-
ing now” (i.e., had a zero distance) are very sensitive to
increased distance; consequently, most continue to buy now.
Likewise, most of those who were waiting continue to wait
as they are less sensitive to the increased distance since wait-
ing implies a positive psychological distance to begin with.
The subendurance and nonlinearity effects complement each
other and allow a retailer to offer larger markdowns and gain
additional revenue.

To assess realistic values of markdown increases and re-
venue gains, in Section 6 we elicit model parameters through
a laboratory experiment. To ensure the quality of the data,
we used binary questions and choice lists (Holt and Laury
2002) in which participants face a battery of wait or buy
choices under different price discount and risk scenarios.
We observe that subjects’ responses reveal clear indifference
points at which subjects switch from buying to waiting. We
therefore use indifference points to fit our model. To elicit
responses, we use an incentive-compatible method called
the Prior Incentive (Prince), which is a refined version of
the randomized incentive scheme. In Prince, one choice is
randomly pre-selected and given to a participant in a sealed
envelope before the experiment. If the subject is selected,
then the choice in the envelope is played for real after the
experiment. Prince has been shown to improve the quality of
elicitation (Johnson et al. 2014).

After estimating the parameters, we optimize the retailer’s
markdown, factoring in the associated consumer wait-or-buy
equilibrium. The resulting optimal markdown under dPTT
is 18.6% as opposed to 10.7% prescribed by DEU, and
the resulting revenue is 1.5% larger. These differences are
robust with respect to various parameters and errors in their
estimation.

It is important to put the dPTT results into perspective.
First, while the dPTT optimal markdown is almost twice as
large as the DEU, it is still much smaller than the myopic
value of 50%. Intuitively, a 10% markdown is too small.
The DEU model overreacts to strategic waiting, and dPTT
corrects that by recommending a markdown large enough to
attract new consumers, yet small enough to control strate-
gic waiting. Second, while the 105% revenue gain may seem
small, a typical retailer operates with a net margin of approx-
imately 3% (Damodaran 2015); increasing revenue by 1.5%
without affecting costs translates into noticeable profits.
Finally, much of the firm’s revenue can be obtained by charg-
ing a single price, in which case the nuances of wait-or-buy
behavior are irrelevant. Comparing only the markdown rev-
enue, dPTT increases it by 25%–50%, clearly a substantial
improvement in the effectiveness of markdowns.

We are not the first to consider behavioral motives in pric-
ing and markdown decisions (see Özer and Zheng 2012,
Chapters 2.1 and 3.1.2, for an excellent review). Therefore,
two points deserve additional discussion, i.e., our reasons
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for choosing the specific behavioral anomalies, and how
our results compare to previous studies that also consider
behavioral factors. Our choice is based on the following cri-
teria. The anomalies must: (i) be directly relevant to the
wait-or-buy decision, (ii) have abundant and unambiguous
experimental support, and (iii) affect the wait-or-buy deci-
sion ex ante. Many robust anomalies such as overconfidence,
projection or confirming evidence bias do not seem a priori
as relevant to the wait-or-buy decision. Because consumers
can opt out of a loss by not purchasing, loss aversion is also
not relevant.

Liu and van Ryzin (2008) found that risk aversion (in a
form of concave transformation of payoffs) allows the re-
tailer to increase revenue by rationing capacity and creat-
ing scarcity risk. In experiments, however, individuals rarely
exhibit risk aversion by transforming payoffs only; rather,
they seem to distort probabilities. Furthermore, consumers
are, on average, risk-seeking over low-probability gains and
high-probability losses and risk-averse over high-probability
gains and low-probability losses (Tversky and Kahneman
1992). Our model captures all these patterns, qualitatively
replicates the results of Liu and van Ryzin, and thus expands
the justification for capacity rationing.

Nasiry and Popescu (2011) study the role of reference
price, anchoring, and loss aversion to conclude that a con-
stant price policy may often be preferred to dynamic pricing.
The key assumption is that the reference price is a combi-
nation of the latest and lowest observed prices. The experi-
mental evidence on reference price formation is still scarce,
but recent research (Baucells et al. 2011) suggests that the
lowest price has little influence, thus strengthening the case
for dynamic pricing. Yet, their message of caution against
deep discounts is consistent with dPTT.

Özer and Zheng (2016) found that markdowns can lead to
revenue gains of comparable magnitude to ours if consumers
exhibit regret and have probability misperceptions. While
consumers do experience regret, the evidence as to whether
they incorporate regret in their decisions ex ante is weak
(Starmer and Sugden 1993). Probability misperceptions are
also common, but can be incorporated as if consumers distort
probability (which they do), or as if consumers distort the
psychological distance that combines probability and delay
(which we do). Both approaches capture similar behavior
and, not surprisingly, yield qualitatively similar results.

Additional related behavioral features that have been stud-
ied include anecdotal reasoning (Huang and Liu 2014),
uncertain product value (Swinney 2011), stockpiling and
inertia (Su 2010, 2009), and reference dependence (Popescu
and Wu 2007, Tereyagoglu et al. 2014). The innovativeness
of our approach is that we provide a preference model of how
consumers decide to wait or buy, in addition to studying the
implications of such a model. Our paper adds to the empiri-
cal literature on strategic consumers, e.g., Mak et al. (2014),
Kim and Dasu (2014), Li et al. (2014), and Osadchiy and
Bendoly (2010). However, rather than using an experiment
to motivate theory, our experiment is designed to calibrate

a preference model built on a set of previously observed
anomalies.

Admittedly, the dPTT model yields a refinement of the
DEU results. The experimental basis for our model and
its economic impact, however, are strong. Can we trust its
conclusions? We run an out-of-sample experiment (Sec-
tion 6.6) offering the DEU-recommended markdowns versus
the dPTT markdowns, and find that revenue is higher under
dPTT. Thus, contributions of our paper offer the full circle:
Starting from observed behavioral anomalies, we construct
a preference model that precisely captures them. Then, we
embed this model into the markdown optimization problem
and solve it. Finally, we calibrate the model via an experi-
ment and verify its predictions out-of-sample, deriving rele-
vant implications for markdown management.

2. The DEU Model and the Behavioral
Anomalies it Fails to Explain

Much of the existing literature on markdown management
(e.g., Besanko and Winston 1990, Aviv and Pazgal 2008, Liu
and van Ryzin 2008, Zhang and Cooper 2008) uses the DEU
model to solve the wait-or-buy problem. Let u denote the
willingness to pay in the “buy now” case, which we call the
benefit of consumption. By default, “buy now” ensures the
purchase. According to DEU, “opt out” yields 0 utility, “buy
now” yields u−p, and “wait” yields

U4p1d1q1 t5= 6u−p41 −d57qe−rt0 (1)

Here, r > 0 denotes the time discount rate, and q the prob-
ability that the product is available at time t. According to
DEU, the consumer will opt out if u < p41 − d5, wait if
p41 − d5 ¶ u < HDEU, and buy now if u ¾ HDEU, where
HDEU = p41 − 41 − d5qe−rt5/41 − qe−rt5. The solution is
intuitive: When u is high, the penalty for availability risk
and/or discounting is high, prompting the consumer to buy
now. In contrast to, a high price discount makes “wait”
attractive, but this attractiveness is dampened if t is large or q
is small. The cut-off point always satisfies HDEU ¾p because
for consumers with p41 − d5 ¶ u < p the only reasonable
option is to wait.

We believe that DEU is directionally correct, i.e., con-
sumers like price discounts and dislike availability risk and
delay. However, DEU fails to account for three behaviorally
important effects.

The first is the common ratio effect in risk preferences,
by which the effect of the probability q is not linear in the
mind of the consumer. A 20% change in the probability of
the product being available from 100% to 80% has a much
higher relative impact than the same 20% change from 10%
to 8%. Consumers seem to be less sensitive to probability
ratios when probabilities become small. The second is the
common difference effect in time preference (a.k.a., hyper-
bolic discounting). Changing the delay from 0 (no delay)
to 4 weeks has a higher relative impact than the same 4-week
change from 26 to 30 weeks. Consumers seem to be less
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sensitive to delays when consequences are far into the future.
The third is the magnitude effect in time preferences. Con-
sumers are more patient for large consequences than for
small: At the same level of risk, many are willing to wait
for a month if the payoff is 100E, but few will wait if it
is only 5E. To capture this effect, Baucells and Heukamp
(2012) propose a preference condition called subendurance.

Table 1 shows experimental evidence for these three
anomalies. Pattern 1–2 replicates the common ratio effect
and pattern 3–4 reproduces the common difference effect.
These two are at the core of a considerable literature on
nonlinear probability weighting (Allais 1953, Wakker 2010)
and hyperbolic discounting (Laibson 1997, O’Donoghue and
Rabin 1999, DellaVigna and Malmendier 2004). Pattern 5–6
illustrates subendurance. DEU is highly incompatible with
these patterns. Indeed, pattern 1–2 is incompatible with lin-
ear probability weighting, and pattern 3–4 is incompatible
with exponential discounting. Pattern 5–6 requires that time
discounting be affected by the outcome dimension, while
DEU assumes that the time discount rate, r , is fixed.

Our goal is to propose a DEU modification that better ap-
proximates how consumers feel about the trade-offs between
price, price discounts, probabilities, and delays (i.e., all the
patterns in Table 1). Rather than guessing a utility model, we
propose preference conditions characterizing such a model.

Our model builds on the axiomatic preference framework
for probability and time trade-offs by Baucells and Heukamp
(2012). They showed that the total psychological distance
can be viewed as a sum of time and risk distances, where
time t can be used for the time distance “as is,” while proba-
bility q should be log-transformed to ln41/q5 because prob-
abilities multiply rather than add, and higher q’s correspond
to smaller distances. Thus, as they do, we assume that the
risk and time distances are substitutes, that their “exchange
rate,” r , may depend on the outcome, and that consumers
exhibit diminishing sensitivity to distance, i.e., the proba-
bility and delay penalty is a concave function of distance.
That is, consumers are disproportionately sensitive to a small
change from full and immediate availability to partial avail-
ability or small delay. Conversely, consumers are less sensi-
tive to additional delays, or to increases in availability risk,
if the prospect is in the future or not certain to begin with.

Table 1. Rows 1–2 are taken from Baucells and Heukamp (2010, Table 1). Rows 3–4
are taken from Keren and Roelofsma (1995, Table 1) (1 fl or Dutch Gulden in
1995 = $006). Rows 5–6 from Baucells et al. (2009).

Prospect A vs. Prospect B Response (%) N

1. (9E, for sure, now) vs. (12E, with 80%, now) 58 vs. 42 142
2. (9E, with 10%, now) vs. (12E, with 8%, now) 22 vs. 78 65

3. (100 fl, for sure, now) vs. (110 fl, for sure, 4 weeks) 82 vs. 18 60
4. (100 fl, for sure, 26 weeks) vs. (110 fl, for sure, 30 weeks) 37 vs. 63 60

5. (5E, for sure, 1 month) vs. (5E, with 90%, now) 43 vs. 57 79
6. (100E, for sure, 1 month) vs. (100E, with 90%, now) 81 vs. 19 79

Extending the Baucells and Heukamp (2012) framework,
the outcome in our model has two dimensions, i.e., price and
price discount. We assume that it is the price discount that
drives the subendurance effect. Simply put, consumers will
be more patient if the price discount is high, which implies
that r is a decreasing function of d. This assumption is con-
sistent with Tversky and Kahneman (1981)’s observation
that consumers are willing to travel 10 minutes to grab a 33%
price discount on a calculator that costs $15, but not willing
to travel the same 10 minutes to grab a 5% price discount on
a jacket that costs $100. That the dollar discount is the same,
$5, shows that what drives customer acceptance of the delay
of 10 minutes depends on the price discount percentage, not
the dollar value. The importance of a percentage price dis-
count itself has also been suggested by Thaler (1985) and
corroborated by Darke and Freedman (1993). The assump-
tion is psychologically plausible, as the price discount d is
comparable across purchases. A more general model where r
would depend on d and u seems unnecessarily complicated.
The current model is also easier to calibrate, as d is directly
observable, whereas u is not.

3. Price Discount, Probability, and
Time Trade-off

Next, we propose a set of axioms (preference conditions)
that characterize a preference relation capable of explain-
ing the behavioral anomalies described above. Let � denote
the current calendar date. At time � , the consumer exhibits
preferences between pairs in X� = 601�5× 60117× 60117×
6�1�5, where a typical element will be written as x =

4px1 dx1 qx1 tx5 ∈ X. Here, px represents the tag price, dx

the price discount percentage, qx the probability of the good
being available, and tx ¾ � is the purchase date. Each con-
sumer desires one item. The benefit of consumption does
not depend on � . The availability of the item is revealed at
time tx.

A word on notation: We write 4d1x−d5 or 4q1 t1 x−qt5 to
denote the vectors 4px1 d1 qx1 tx5 or 4px1 dx1 q1 t5, respec-
tively. Throughout, “decreasing” implies “nonincreasing,”
otherwise, we use “strictly decreasing”. The same holds for
“increasing” or “concave.” Finally, 0 = 401010105.
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3.1. Axioms

Let �� denote a preference ordering over pairs in X� as
expressed by a consumer from the point of view of � . Our
first condition guarantees the existence of a continuous func-
tion, V�4p1d1q1 t5, which represents such preferences.

Axiom 1. For each � ¾ 0, �� is a complete, transitive, and
continuous ordering on X� .

The next condition states that preferences are not a func-
tion of calendar time, but a function of time relative to � . It
translates reference dependence (outcomes are not evaluated
in absolute, but relative to a reference point) into the time
dimension.

Axiom 2 (Time Invariance). For all x1 y ∈ X, 0 ¶ � ¶
tx1 ty , and ã¾ 0,

x ∼� y if and only if 4tx +ã1x−t5∼�+ã 4ty +ã1y−t5.

Time invariance implies that V�4p1d1q1 t5 = V04p1d1q1
t − �5. Hence, specifying the preferences from the viewpoint
of � = 0 automatically determines the preferences from all
time viewpoints. Henceforth, when we omit the subscript �
from X, V , and �, it means that � = 0.

Next, we impose monotonicity and solvability conditions.
Null purchases, those having q = 0, are interpreted as no
purchases and are deemed indifferent. The directional effects
of price, price discounts, time, and probability are the same
as in DEU. Finally, while the item is desirable for free, there
is a finite price one is willing to pay.

Axiom 3 (Monotonicity and Solvability). Let
X0=8x∈X: qx = 09. For all x ∈X,

A3.0 if x ∈X0, then x ∼ 0;
A3.p let p < px. If x yX0, then 4p1x−p5� x;
A3.q let q > qx. If x � 0, then 4q1 x−q5� x; and if x ≺ 0,

then 4q1 x−q5≺ x;
A3.t let t < tx. If x � 0, then 4t1 x−t5 � x; and if x ≺ 0,

then 4t1 x−t5≺ x; and
A3.u there exist a u ∈ 401�5 such that 4u1011105∼ 0.

Because A3.u is imposed for immediate sure purchases
with no price discount, u does not depend on the dimensions
of x, but only on the item itself. Specifically, by time invari-
ance, u does not change with the passage of calendar time.
For seasonal products, where preferences seem to depend
on time, our model can be extended by introducing a state
variable, e.g., hours of daylight, so that u depends on the
state, but not on time per se. That is, ustate would still be
time invariant, but state could depend on time. Otherwise,
the effect of impatience cannot be disentangled.

Next, we assume that, for immediate purchases, price and
price discount are rationally encoded in a way that only
the effective price matters. The condition precludes framing
effects, i.e., changes in preferences associated with simulta-
neously increasing the tag price and the price discount while
keeping the same effective price. We acknowledge that fram-
ing effects may matter, but they are not the focus of our

exercise. Note that the condition is imposed only on imme-
diate purchases.

Axiom 4 (Effective Price Condition). For all x1 y ∈ X
such that qx = qy and tx = ty = 0,

x � y if and only if px41 −dx5¶ py41 −dy50

The next condition links risk and time preferences
(Baucells and Heukamp 2012). It describes the intuitive
notion that “time is intrinsically uncertain.” Thus, if a delay
of ã= 1 month is exchangeable with a probability factor of
�= 80%, then a delay of ã= 2 months is exchangeable with
a probability factor of �2 = 64%, and this exchange holds
independently of the base level of time and probability. For
any delay ã> 0, one can find a reduction in probability �< 1
(without the delay) that offsets the effect of ã. The condition
states that once this trade-off is established at some prob-
ability and time base level, it holds for all probability and
time base levels, as well as for all price levels. The condi-
tion does not extend to different price discounts because the
probability and time trade-off may depend on dx.

Axiom 5 (Probability and Time Trade-Off). For all x ∈

X, p¾ 0, �1q ∈ 601171 and ã1 t ∈ 601�7,

4px1 dx1 qx1 tx +ã5 ∼ 4px1 dx1 qx�1 tx5 if and only if
4p1dx1 q1 t +ã5 ∼ 4p1dx1 q�1 t50

The indifference in Axiom 5 allows us to define the
“exchange rate” between probability and time, r4d5, such
that r4d5 ·ã= ln41/�5. By Axiom 5, r4d5 does not depend
on q, t, and p, but may depend on d (not so in the case of
DEU). We refer to r4d5 as the probability discount rate.

Axiom 5 is compatible with, but logically independent
from, the three preference patterns exhibited in Table 1.
To explain pattern 5–6, it is necessary to let the proba-
bility discount rate depend on the outcome dimension. To
reduce degrees of freedom, and as explained in Section 2,
we assume that what drives probabilistic patience is the price
discount only.

Axiom 6 (Price Discount Subendurance). For all x∈X,
� ∈ 60115, ã ∈ 601�7, and d > dx,

if x � 0 and 4tx +ã1x−t5∼ 4qx�1x−q51

then 4px1 d1 qx1 tx +ã5� 4px1 d1 qx�1 tx5

if x ≺ 0 and 4tx +ã1x−t5∼ 4qx�1x−q51

then 4px1 d1 qx1 tx +ã5� 4px1 d1 qx�1 tx50

Axiom 6 implies that consumers become more patient for
higher price discounts, i.e., r4d5 is decreasing in d. This
also ensures that a higher price discount makes an attractive
product even more attractive.

The following condition considers pattern 1–2 (where a
reduction in probabilities renders the prospect with the better
outcome more attractive). It reflects a loss of sensitivity to
risk distance. Together with Axiom 5, it implies a loss of
sensitivity to time distance, i.e., pattern 3–4.
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Axiom 7 (Subproportionality). Let x1 y ∈ X with qx ¶
qy , tx = ty . For all � ∈ 60117,

if x ∼ y � 01 then 4�qy1 y−q5� 4�qx1 x−q53 and
if x ∼ y ≺ 01 then 4�qy1 y−q5� 4�qx1 x−q50

The next condition produces a simple structure by assum-
ing separability between the price and nonprice dimensions
(same as in DEU), but only for prospects received now at
no discount. This is known as the hexagon condition, and it
is a specialization of the corresponding trade-off condition
(Keeney and Raiffa 1976, Theorem 3.2) for the case of two
attributes.

Axiom 8 (Restricted Probability-Price Separability).
For all x ∈ X with tx = 0 and dx = 0, p1p′1 p′′ ¾ 01 q1 q′1
q′′ ∈ 60117, if three of the following indifferences holds, the
fourth one holds as well.

4p1q′1x−pq5∼4p′1q1x−pq51 4p′1q′1x−pq5∼4p′′1q1x−pq51

4p1q′′1x−pq5∼4p′1q′1x−pq51 4p′1q′′1x−pq5∼4p′′1q′1x−pq50

3.2. Representation

The representation below [x �� y iff V�4px1 dx1 qx1 tx5 ¾
V�4py1 dy1 qy1 ty5] will involve three continuous functions:
a value function, v2 � → �+, strictly increasing and with
v405 = 0; a psychological distance function, s2 �+ → �+,
strictly increasing with s405 = 0, s415 = 1, and s4�5 = �;
and a probability discount function, r2 60117→ 401�5.

Proposition 1. Preference ordering �� on X� satisfies
A1–A8, if and only if, for some value function, v, two con-
cave psychological distance functions, s+ and s−, and some
decreasing and bounded probability discount function, r , ��

is represented by

V�4p1d1q1 t5

=

{

v4u−p41 −d55 · e−s+4�51 u−p41 −d5¾ 03

v4u−p41 −d55 · e−s−4�51 u−p41 −d5 < 01
(2)

where � = ln41/q5+ r4d54t − �5 is the psychological dis-
tance of the prospect 4p1d1q1 t5 ∈X� .

All proofs are presented in the E-Companion (avail-
able as supplemental material at https://doi.org/10.1287/
opre.2016.1547). We call (2) the dPTT model, for (price)
discount-probability-time trade-off. We note several proper-
ties of the representation.

1. dPTT collapses into DEU if v, s+, and s− are the iden-
tity function and r4d5 is constant.

2. For immediate purchases, dPTT agrees with a prospect
theory like formulation in which v is a value function and
w4q5 = e−s4− ln q5 is a subproportional probability weighting
function.

3. For future purchases with no availability risk, dPTT
agrees with a hyperbolic discounting model in which f 4t5=

e−s4t5 is a substationary time discount function.

4. Intuitively, if consumers exhibit diminishing sensitivity
to risk distance (7), and risk and time distance are substi-
tutes (5), then they should exhibit diminishing sensitivity to
time distance (a.k.a., substationarity, or a delay makes the
prospect with the better outcome more attractive, as seen in
pattern 3–4 of Table 1). Also, monotonicity with respect to
price A3.p and the effective price condition (4) imply mono-
tonicity with respect to price discounts.

Proposition 2. A1–A7 imply
(A7.t) Substationarity. Let x1 y ∈X with tx ¾ ty , dx ¾ dy ,

and qx = qy . For all ã¾ 0,

if x ∼ y � 0 then 4ty +ã1y−t5� 4tx +ã1x−t53 and

if x ∼ y ≺ 0 then 4ty +ã1y−t5� 4tx +ã1x−t50

(A3.d) For all x ∈ X, if x � 0 and d > dx, then
4d1x−d5� x.

5. dPTT has a minimum time consistency. Null purchases
will be deemed indifferent at � = 0 and at any subsequent
time � > 0. Moreover, with the passage of time, favor-
able deals will remain favorable, and unfavorable deals will
remain unfavorable. This is important for the markdown
problem because if a product is attractive today, but the con-
sumer decides to wait, then the product will remain attractive
in the future if it is available.

Proposition 3. Assume A1–A4 and let 0� = 4010101 �5,
for some given � ¾ 0.

• If x ∼ 0, then x ∼� 0� ; if x �0 0, then x �� 0� ; and if
x ≺0 0, then x ≺� 0� , � ¶ tx.

• If 4p1d′1 q1 �5 �0 4p1d11105 �0 0 and d′ ¾ d, then
4p1d′111 �5�� 0� .

6. The term s4ln41/q5+ r4d5t5 implies that the risk and
time distance are substitutes, and that consumers exhibit
diminishing sensitivity to distance (of either type). Thus,
adding distance of one type reduces sensitivity to additional
distance of either type. This observation affects our mark-
down problem as follows: since the option of waiting always
exhibits time distance, consumers will not be very sensitive
to probability reductions, even for q close to one.1

3.3. The Parametric dPTT Model

Our theoretical results are all proven for the general model
above, but for the numerical illustrations and empirical cal-
ibration we use a parametric form described below. Since
the consumer can opt out from undesirable prospects, we
can restrict attention to u ¾ p41 − d5 and omit the super-
script “+” from s. We propose the following parametric
specification:

v4u−p41 −d55 = u−p41 −d51

s4�5 = ��1 0 <�¶ 11 and

r4d5 = � e�4d0−d51 � > 01 �¾ 01 d0 ∈ 601170
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• The linear form for v is widely used in management
science and economics models.

• The power form for s is associated with Prelec (1998)’s
probability weighting function, w4q5 = e−4− ln q5� and Ebert
and Prelec (2007)’s time discount functions, f 4t5 = e−4t5� .
These specifications of w and f fit the experimental data well
(Ebert and Prelec 2007, Booij et al. 2010) in the risk-only
and time-only domains, respectively.

• The function r4d5 is new. Our rationale is that r4d5
is a parsimonious function that is bounded, decreasing, and
strictly positive. The parameter � captures subendurance
(the higher the �, the more impatience with respect to small
price discounts). The parameter d0 represents the reference
discount around which subendurance emerges. That is, the
subendurant dPTT consumer (with � > 0) is less patient
for discounts lower than d0 and more patient for discounts
over d0. The parameter � represents the “baseline” time dis-
count rate without subendurance, i.e., that of a DEU decision
maker (with �= 0) or, equivalently, that of a dPTT decision
maker facing a price discount of d0 which, by definition, is
a discount at which our model is calibrated with DEU.

The resulting model, called parametric dPTT model, is
given by:

V�4p1d1q1t5 = 6u−p41−d57

·exp8−4ln41/q5+�e�4d0−d54t−�55�91 (3)

with u¾ p41 −d5, � ∈ 40117, �> 0, d0 ∈ 60117, and �¾ 0.
Setting � = 1 and � = 0 yields DEU. Values of � < 1
will induce diminishing sensitivity to psychological distance
in risk and time, and values of � > 0 will induce more
subendurance.

4. Wait or Buy Decisions Under the
dPTT Model

We now turn our attention to a market environment in which
numerous consumers with homogeneous dPTT preferences
best respond to a selling mechanism designed by the retailer.

4.1. The Selling Mechanism

The game involves one retailer (seller) and a continuum of
consumers with a total mass of � > 0. Consumers exhibit
identical dPTT parameters and differ only in the benefit
of consumption u. The value of u is private information
independently drawn from a distribution with cdf F 4u5. We
assume that F is continuous with support 601 ū7, ū>p. With-
out loss of generality, we set ū = 1. Both � and F are com-
mon knowledge. Throughout, F̄ denotes 1 − F and U60117
denotes the uniform distribution on 60117.

The retailer has an initial inventory Q of a homogeneous,
perishable, and infinitely divisible product that cannot be
replenished and needs to be depleted over a two-period sell-
ing season. Without loss of generality, we let time 0 be
period 1 and some given t > 0 be the “markdown” period 2.
At time 0, the product is priced at the (exogenously given)

tag price p ∈ 60117; the retailer’s markdown management
problem is to decide on the discount percentage d ∈ 60117 to
be applied to all units of unsold inventory at time t. That the
retailer commits to d in period 1 is a typical assumption in
dynamic pricing literature (Aviv and Pazgal 2008, Liu and
van Ryzin 2008).

At the beginning of period 1, each consumer observes 4Q1
p1d5 and chooses to “opt out,” “wait” until time t and buy
at price p41−d5 but face availability risk, or “buy now” at
price p. All consumers act simultaneously and do not observe
each other’s choices. Let �1 and �2 be the mass of consumers
who decide to “buy now” and “wait,” respectively.

Clearance is modeled as an instantaneous event and calcu-
lated using a fluid model.2 If �1 ¶Q, then all consumers who
“buy now” do so at price p. If �1 >Q, then units are allocated
following a lottery with each customer facing equal proba-
bility of receiving an item (a proxy for random arrivals and
first-come, first-served allocation). The remaining inventory
is for those customers who choose to “wait.” Similarly, the
probability of obtaining an item in period 2 is the inventory
that remains available divided by the number of consumers
that decided to wait. In summary, if �1 > 0 and �2 > 0,
then the probability of obtaining the item in periods 1 and 2,
respectively, is equal to

q1 = min
(

Q

�1

11
)

and

q2 = min
(

max4Q−�1105
�2

11
)

1

(4)

and otherwise equal to the limit of these expressions as
�1 → 0 or �2 → 0 (i.e., equal to zero if there is no quantity
available, and equal to one otherwise). Observe that cus-
tomers in period 1 have priority, leading to q1 ¾ q2 and
41 − q15q2 = 0 (if q1 < 1, then q2 = 0). By contrast to Özer
and Zheng (2016), where consumers misperceive probabil-
ity of availability, consumers in our model use s4ln41/q5+

r4d54t − �55, a nonlinear distortion of probability and time
distance.

The payoffs of a u-consumer associated with “opt out,”
“wait,” and “buy now,” respectively, are

V04p1010105= 01

V04p1d1q21 t5= 6u−p41 −d57e−s4ln41/q25+r4d5t51 and

V04p101 q1105= 6u−p7e−s4ln41/q1550

All payoffs are calculated from the point of view of time 0.
By Proposition 3, those who waited will carry out the
intended purchase at time t.

The payoff for the retailer is given by the expected
revenue:

R = p · min8�11Q9+ e−�t
·p41 −d5

· min8�21max4Q−�110591 (5)
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where �<� represents the retailer’s opportunity cost (time-
value of money, obsolescence, etc.) We neglect those pro-
duction costs that are already incurred.

Structurally, the selling mechanism is that of a Stackelberg
game, with the retailer as the leader and the consumers as
the followers. As is common in the analysis of such games,
we first discuss the reaction of the followers, and then in
Section 5 discuss the problem of the leader.

4.2. Consumer’s Best Response and Nash Equilibrium

Suppose a u-consumer observes 4Q1p1d5. How should she
react? We show that the best response can be characterized
by a threshold, H ∈ 6p117.

• If 0 ¶ u< p41 −d5, then “opt out” is a dominant strat-
egy (buy is never profitable).

• If p41 −d5¶ u< p, then “wait” is a dominant strategy
(“buy now” is never profitable).

• If p ¶ u ¶ 1, then the consumer needs to form some
expectation of q1 and q2. For any such expectation, note that
V04p1d1q21 t5 (“wait”) and V04p101 q1105 (“buy now”) are
linear functions of u, with the “wait” payoff having a smaller
slope and a higher intercept. Hence, there is a unique thresh-
old H ∈ 6p117 such that the consumer will wait if p41−d5¶
u¶H , and buy now if H <u¶ 1.

Next, we infer the existence of, and restrict attention
to, a symmetric equilibrium in pure strategies in which all
consumers use the same thresholdH ∈ 6p117. To characterize
equilibrium, we assume that all consumers use H ∈ 6p117,
calculate any one consumer’s best response by means of
the threshold B4H5 ∈ 6p117, and impose the equilibrium
condition B4H5 = H . We denote by H∗ any such solution.
We begin by calculating B4H5.

Proposition 4. Assume all consumers use the threshold H .
Then,

�1 = �F̄ 4H5 and �2 = �4F 4H5− F 4p41 −d5550 (6)

The best response of any one consumer is to opt out if u <
p41 − d5, to wait if p41 − d5 ¶ u ¶ B4H5, and to buy if
u>B4H5, where

B4H5 = min
{

p ·
e−s4ln41/q155 − 41 −d5e−s4ln41/q25+r4d5t5

e−s4ln41/q155 − e−s4ln41/q25+r4d5t5
11
}

1

(7)

and q1 and q2 are as in (4). Moreover, B4H5 is increasing
in H .

Because B4H52 6p117 → 6p117 is a continuous mapping
from a closed and convex set into itself, it admits at least
one fixed point, B4H∗5 = H∗, ensuring that a symmetric
equilibrium in pure strategies exists. The existence of a pure
strategy equilibrium is crucial. The definition and existence
of equilibrium in mixed strategies would be problematic in
our setup because consumers treat probabilities in a nonlin-
ear fashion.

That B4H5 is increasing in H hinges on positive external-
ity: The more customers who “wait,” the higher the product
availability in period 2. That dq2/dH >0 is a bit counterintu-
itive at first, but clear in hindsight. Consider a small increase
in H , i.e., a few consumers switch from “buy now” to “wait.”
Some units that would have been purchased with probabil-
ity q1 are now purchased with probability q2 ¶ q1. On a
first-order approximation, the demand in period 2 increases
by q2, the supply increases by q1, and the net effect is an
increase in availability.

We distinguish three regimes, depending on supply. In the
first regime, all customers purchase with probability one. In
the second, there is only rationing among those that decide
to wait. In the third, all customers may experience rationing.

Proposition 5. Given 4�1F 5 and 4Q1p1d5, there are three
regimes:

(i) Abundant supply. If Q ¾ �F̄ 4p41 − d55, then q1 =

q2 = 1, and the best response threshold is constant for all H
and given by

B= min
{

p ·
1 − 41 −d5e−s4r4d5t5

1 − e−s4r4d5t5
11
}

0 (8)

Note that B > p. There is a unique equilibrium given by
H∗ =B.

(ii) Intermediate supply. If �F̄ 4p5 < Q < �F̄ 4p41 − d55,
then q1 = 1, q2 ∈ 40115, and the best response threshold is
given by

B4H5= min
{

p ·
1 − 41 −d5e−s4ln41/q25+r4d5t5

1 − e−s4ln41/q25+r4d5t5
11
}

0 (9)

There is at least one equilibrium solving B4H∗5 = H∗ with
H∗ >p.

(iii) Limited supply. If Q ¶ �F̄ 4p5, then B4H5 = p on
H ∈ 6p1 F −141 −Q/�57. We have that H∗ = p is always an
equilibrium, but other equilibria with H∗ >p may exist.

Note that B4H5 = p, if and only if, q2 = 0. Thus, the
equilibrium H∗ = p implies a congestion of “buy now” cus-
tomers facing q∗

1 = Q/�F̄ 4p5¶ 1, and those that must wait
face q∗

2 = 0. Any equilibrium with H∗ > p exhibits q∗
1 = 1

and q∗
2 > 0.

4.3. Uniqueness and Equilibrium Selection

A general condition for equilibrium uniqueness isB′4H5 < 1
at all points where B is differentiable. This condition is
trivially met if the supply is abundant (B is constant). The
condition is also met if the supply is close to abundant.
As shown in the proof of Proposition 4, both dq2/dH and
B′4H5 are proportional to 4�2 + �1 − Q5. Hence, if Q →

�F̄ 4p41 −d55=�1 +�2, then q2 and B4H5 become insensi-
tive to H , and the equilibrium is unique. A B4H5 insensitive
to H reduces the strategic burden on consumers.

If the supply is not close to abundant, however, q2 might
be quite sensitive to H and the equilibrium might not be
unique. A lack of uniqueness is not due to behavioral effects.
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Osadchiy and Vulcano (2010) and, more recently, Correa
et al. (2016) observed multiple equilibria under DEU and
provided sufficient conditions for uniqueness. The dPTT
model makes the best response function more nonlinear, and
can exacerbate the nonuniqueness problem.

Our game is one of coordination. Intuitively, the equilib-
rium with highest q∗

2 (i.e., highest H ) improves the payoff for
those who always wait, and leaves unaffected (under inter-
mediate supply) or may improve (under limited supply) the
payoff of those who always buy now. Hence, all the equilib-
ria can be Pareto ranked, and the equilibrium with highestH∗

is Pareto dominant.

Proposition 6. LetH∗ andH ′∗ be two equilibria. IfH∗>H ′∗,
then H∗ Pareto-dominates H ′∗.

Naturally, our selection criteria is to choose the one equi-
librium with the highest H∗.

We verify that the equilibria of the fluid model are good
approximations of the equilibria of a stochastic demand
model. To do so, we numerically analyzed a stochastic de-
mand model in which the total number of customers is a
Poisson random variable with rate �. In that model, itera-
tive calculations of the best response rapidly converge to a
fixed point. The difference between the buy-now equilibria
thresholds computed under the stochastic and fluid models
diminishes as the demand and capacity are scaled up.

5. Markdown Management
Following the usual approach for analyzing Stackelberg
games, we have assumed thus far that the quadruplet 4Q1p1
d1 t5 is fixed, and subsequently studied equilibrium con-
sumer (follower) behavior, which is described by the map-
ping H∗2 601Q7× 60117× 60117× 601 T 7→ 6p117. We have
shown that a symmetric equilibrium exists; it is unique if
supply is sufficiently abundant, or otherwise there is unique
Pareto-dominant equilibrium. The goal of the seller (leader)
is to find the selling arrangement 4Q1p1d1 t5 that maximizes
the revenue function. Since the main focus of this section is
the markdown optimization d, we define the seller’s mark-
down optimization problem as:

R4Q1p1t5 ≡ max
d

R4d5

= max
d

{

pmin8�F̄ 4H∗51Q9+p41−d5e−�t

·min
{

�4F 4H∗5−F 4p41−d5551

4Q−�F̄ 4H∗55+
}}

0 (10)

Let ddPTT be the solution to (10) for general s4�5 and
r4d5, H dPTT, i.e., the corresponding consumer equilibrium,
and RdPTT, i.e., the optimal revenue. In the absence of the
behavioral anomalies, let dDEU denote the solution to (10) for
s4�5 = � and r4d5 = �, HDEU the corresponding consumer
equilibrium, and RDEU the optimal revenue. The difference
between RdPTT and RDEU represents the revenue opportunity
associated with the behavioral anomalies, and the difference

between RdPTT and RdPTT4dDEU5 is the revenue gain due to
incorporating dPTT behavior into markdown optimization.

For the analytical results below, we assume F = U60117.
Proposition 7 formulates our main result: A retailer who
currently implements dDEU (thinking that consumers follow
DEU, or absent a tool to account for the actual behavior),
while consumers exhibit the dPTT anomalies, could increase
its revenue by offering larger markdowns.

Proposition 7. For a given �1p1 t, and u∼ U60117, let Q>
�41 −

1
2p41 + e�t−�t55 and p4e�t − 1 + 41 − e�t−�t5/25 <

e�t − 1. Then

¡RdPTT

¡d

∣

∣

∣

∣

d=dDEU

> 01 iff − r ′4dDEU5× s′4�5

<
44es4�5−�t − 154es4�5 − 15

es4�5t41 − e�t−�t542 − e−�t − e−�t5
0

This result is subject to three technical conditions. The
first condition requires the inventory Q to be sufficiently
large (see Section 5.2 for more detail). The second precludes
the “all-wait” equilibrium. The third states that the dPTT
behavioral effects cannot be simultaneously too strong.
Indeed, because r ′4d5¶ 0 and s′4�5 > 0, the left-hand side
(LHS) is a positive number. The right-hand side (RHS) is
also positive if s4�5¾ �t, which is true for small � because
s is increasing and concave with s405 = 01 s415 = 1. Hence,
for the second condition to hold, the two derivatives can-
not be simultaneously large at dDEU. This will be true when
�r ′4dDEU5� or s′4�5 are not very large. In particular, since
�r ′405� is bounded, the condition holds if t is sufficiently
large.

5.1. Impact of Behavioral Anomalies on
Markdowns and Revenue

To quantify the impact of the dPTT behavior on markdowns
and revenue, we adopt the parametric dPTT model (3) and
conduct a numerical study. For the base case, we consider
� = 1, u ∼ U60117, Q = 00625, p = 005, and t = 3. The
quantity Q ensures that the seller is in the abundant or inter-
mediate supply regime. The price p = 005 is arbitrary and
we optimize the percentage discount d. A t = 3 corresponds
to a 9-week delay, meaning the unit of time is 3 weeks, a
constraint imposed by our estimation procedure (see Sec-
tion 6). Nine weeks is half of the median price duration
in a broad panel of consumer goods and services (Bils and
Klenow 2004), a reasonable time to wait for a markdown.
We set the (3-week) discounting rate parameter at �= 0013,
and the price-discount anchoring parameter at d0 = 005.
The discounting rate for the retailer is � = 0005, reflect-
ing the time value of money and opportunity costs. Consis-
tent with the markdown management literature, we assume
that retailers are more patient than consumers at d = d0

(von der Fehr and Kuhn 1995). For dPTT, we set �= 009 and
�= 1095 (see Section 6) and extend the parameter region
to 4�1�5 ∈ 60117 × 6016057. The DEU model is the corner
4�1�5= 41105.
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Figure 1. (Color online) (a) Revenue, (b) Equilibrium threshold H , (c) Probability q2, (d) Buy-now �1, and total quantity
sold as a function of markdown d, under dPTT (�= 0091�= 1095) and DEU models.
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Notes. Dashed vertical lines mark optimal markdowns under DEU and dPTT. Parameters: Q= 006251 p= 0051 t = 31�= 11 u∼ U601171�= 00051 d0 = 0051
and �= 0013.

(i) Retailers can offer larger markdowns under dPTT.
Figure 1 illustrates the base-case instance of the markdown
optimization problems. The revenue function under DEU is
maximized at dDEU = 00107, and the dPTT revenue func-
tion is maximized at ddPTT = 00186, a 74% increase. Another
helpful benchmark is the case of myopic (i.e., infinitely
impatient) consumers, � = �, for whom dmyopic = 005. That
is, dPTT sets the optimal markdown between the DEU and
the myopic values.

One could argue that retailers have historically underes-
timated strategic consumer behavior. By setting markdowns
close to 50%, they effectively trained consumers to wait
strategically, which, in turn, led to the stream of research on
markdown management with strategic consumers. In partic-
ular, multiple studies showed that disregarding strategic con-
sumer behavior and mistakenly setting markdowns at dmyopic

while consumers are strategic can be very costly (Aviv and
Pazgal 2008, Ovchinnikov and Milner 2012). This is also
easy to see from Figure 1(a) where the revenue at d = 005
is smaller than at d = 0. However, the predictions from the
DEU model are equally unsatisfying because the markdown
of dDEU ≈ 10% is intuitively too small. The ddPTT ≈ 20%
makes intuitive business sense and agrees with conventional
wisdom that markdowns should be large enough to impact
behavior, yet small enough to control strategic waiting.

(ii) dPTT pricing generates higher revenue. Consistent
with Proposition 7, the dPTT revenue function has a pos-
itive derivative at dDEU. Indeed, RdPTT = 00270 versus
RdPTT4dDEU5= 00266. Thus, accounting for the dPTT behav-
ior in markdown optimization generates a 1.5% revenue gain
(Figure 1(a)). In the figure, note that charging a single price
(d = 0) generates a revenue of 0025. Hence, the value of
our model is better captured by the incremental revenue that
the firm generates from dynamic pricing, i.e., 0002 (dPTT)
instead of 00016 (DEU), a 25% increase. We refer to this
incremental increase as effectiveness. Clearly, dPTT makes
markdown management substantially more effective.

(iii) dPTT behavior drives more sales at the tag price and
in total. Figure 1(b) shows that for d ¶ 0054, the number of

items sold at the tag price is greater under the dPTT model
(that H dPTT ¶ HDEU implies that fewer customers wait). At
optimal markdowns, the dPTT model sells 0.416 units at the
tag price and 0.177 units at the markdown. The respective
quantities for the DEU model are 0.388 and 0.166 units (Fig-
ure 1(d)). In both cases the split is close to 70% of units
sold at the tag price, and 30% at the markdown, despite
dPTT’s markdown being almost twice as large. The behav-
ioral anomalies enable retailers to increase markdowns, and
open up the market, without sacrificing the tag price sales.
Both ddPTT and dDEU correspond to the abundant supply
regime, i.e., q2 = 1, and every consumer with u¾ p41 − d5

receives an item (Figure 1(c)). In total, dPTT sells 0.593
units, while DEU sells 0.553 units; this amounts to a gain
of 7.1% (Figure 1(d)).

Note that dPTT qualitatively predicts quite different
behavior as to how consumers react to discounts. For
instance, for suboptimally large markdowns, d¾ 0025, DEU
predicts that the number of tag price sales will remain the
same; see the dashed line in Figure 1(b). Because DEU treats
the surplus and probability linearly, the increase in surplus is
compensated by a decrease in probability so that the thresh-
old H and, consequently, the tag-price sales �DEU

1 are con-
stant. This is not so under dPTT: Consumers become more
patient in response to high d, decreasing �dPTT

1 . As a result,
the revenue losses from a suboptimally large markdown can
be much larger than DEU predicts.

(iv) Impact of individual anomalies. To understand how
the anomalies we study impact markdowns and revenue, we
first show why these anomalies lead to larger markdowns
at the optimum. The optimal solution balances the marginal
benefit of increasing markdown with the associated marginal
cost. The benefit comes from selling an additional unit of
inventory, albeit at a lower price; it is a decreasing function
of d, and is identical for DEU and dPTT. The cost comes
from two sources, both of which increase in d: All mark-
down units sell at a lower price, and some consumers divert
from tag-price purchases to markdowns. The former is also
unaffected by the anomalies, but the latter is. Under dPTT
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Figure 2. (Color online) Drivers of optimal markdown under dPTT. Panel (a) presents the base case 4�1�5= 4009110955,
and combinations 411�51 4�105, and 41105 (or DEU). Panel (b) presents the same for 4�1�5= 4004115.
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Note. Parameters: Q = 006251 p = 0051 t = 31�= 11 u∼ U601171�= 00051 d0 = 005 and �= 0013.

more consumers buy at the tag price; the marginal cost is
therefore smaller and hence it intersects the marginal benefit
at a higher markdown value.

Figure 2(a) illustrates this logic. The marginal benefit is
linear, decreasing in d, and drops to 0 at d = 0025 due to
the inventory constraint. The marginal cost increases in d
for both models and is, in fact, linear for DEU; the two
intersect at 10.7%. For dPTT with 4�1�5 = 4009110955 the
marginal cost is nonlinear and smaller, and it therefore
crosses the benefit line at a higher value, 18.6%. Both are
the optimal markdowns we saw earlier. The marginal cost
under dPTT is affected by the anomalies. Setting 4�1�5 =

41110955 isolates subendurance (dashed line), and 4�1�5=

4009105 isolates the decreasing sensitivity to psychologi-
cal distance (dotted line). At the base-case parameters, the

Figure 3. (Color online) (a) Optimal markdown (%), (b) Optimal revenue increase (%) relative to 4�1�5= 41105, (c) Rev-
enue gain (%) relative to DEU-optimal markdown, and (d) Gain in effectiveness of markdown pricing (%) from
incorporating the dPTT behavior as a function of � and �.
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larger markdown is driven mostly by subendurance (see
Figure 2(a)). This is not surprising since at � = 009 the
curvature in the psychological distance function is small.
However, if 4�1�5 = 4004115 (Figure 2(b)), the difference
is mostly driven by the decreasing sensitivity to psycho-
logical distance. Significantly, in both cases, the effects are
complementary.

(v) Value of considering anomalies jointly. We next inves-
tigate the joint effect of � and � on the optimal markdown
and revenue. Recall that�<1 and�>0 are considered devi-
ations from DEU: Smaller� reflects a stronger common ratio
and common difference effects, and larger � reflects stronger
subendurance. We find that stronger behavioral anomalies
lead to greater markdowns (Figure 3(a)), and higher rev-
enues (Figure 3(b)). Consistent with (iv), Figure 3(a) shows
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that a deviation along one dimension (� or �) is sufficient
for a larger optimal markdown, and the deviation along the
other reinforces the effect. The optimum markdown plateaus
at the inventory clearing level.

Figure 3(b) shows the revenue opportunity offered by the
behavioral anomalies. By traversing Figures 3(a) and 3(b)
from the point 4�1�5 = 40115 to, for example, 4�1�5 =

4005135, the optimal markdown increases from 10.7% to
22.5% (Figure 3(a)), resulting in a revenue opportunity of
6.89% compared to the DEU behavior (Figure 3(b)). The
smaller DEU-optimal markdown leaves about half of rev-
enue opportunity untapped. dPTT captures this untapped
revenue, with a 3.04% gain relative over DEU pricing (Fig-
ure 3(c)), and increases the effectiveness of markdowns by
46.5% (Figure 3(d)).

Figure 3 also emphasizes the value of considering a model
that integrates multiple anomalies pertinent to wait-or-buy
decisions. While a deviation along � or � is sufficient for an
increase in the effectiveness of markdowns, such increased
effectiveness does not necessarily require strong individual
anomalies. For instance a 30% effectiveness gain could be
obtained from a very strong deviation from rationality in sen-
sitivity to psychological distance (� ≈ 004) or a more mod-
erate deviation in distance combined with moderate suben-
durance (e.g., � ≈ 0081� ≈ 2). That is, both the decreasing
sensitivity to psychological distance and subendurance are
important, and the dPTT model that simultaneously consid-
ers them allows the seller to capture the revenue opportunity
offered by the behavioral anomalies, and thus increase the
effectiveness of markdowns.

5.2. Strategic Capacity Rationing

Proposition 7 requires that Q be sufficiently large to ensure,
at minimum, a boundary between the intermediate and abun-
dant supply regimes. Intuitively, the seller wants to be in
the region of intermediate supply, or its frontiers. Under the
limited supply, the retailer can raise p and increase revenue;
under the abundant supply, the retailer can reduce Q to such
a boundary and not affect revenue. Hence, our assumption is
not that restrictive.

However, a well known result in dynamic pricing is
that the retailer can increase revenue by reducing inven-
tory beyond such a boundary. This concept is called strate-
gic capacity rationing (Liu and van Ryzin 2008). Doing so
increases the shortage risk and induces some consumers to
purchase at the tag price rather than wait. Thus, a neces-
sary condition for the shortage risk to increase revenue is the
increased number of tag price purchases, or, equivalently,
the decrease in threshold H in response to the increased d.
Proposition 8 shows when this can happen under dPTT.

Proposition 8. For given �1Q1p1 t and u ∼ U60117, let
d∗ = 1 − 41 −Q/�5/p be the inventory clearing markdown.
Then 4¡H/¡d5�d=d∗ < 0, provided

p− e−s4r4d∗5t541 −Q/�5

1 − e−s4r4d∗5t5
¶ 11 and

1 − s′4r4d∗5t5

(

1 − r ′4d∗5
1 −Q/�

p

)

<
s′4r4d∗5t5r ′4d∗541 − e−s4r4d∗5t5441 −Q/�5/p55

1 − e−s4r4d∗5t5
0

The first condition is technical. The second is satisfied
when s′4�5r ′4d∗5 is large. For example, this can occur if
the patterns of the common ratio, common difference, and
subendurance effects are strong, or if t is small. If the con-
dition is not satisfied, the seller sets d to be at the frontier
between intermediate and abundant supply.

Note that for the case of DEU, the second condition
reduces to the equality H ′

d4d
∗5 = 0, i.e., inducing scarcity

risk is never optimal under DEU. This replicates the result of
Liu and van Ryzin (2008) who showed that rationing cannot
be optimal if consumers have a linear value function, u−p,
as we assume. Their result requires a concave function of
u−p, which, as discussed in Section 2, is at odds with exper-
imental evidence. By introducing probability distortions à la
prospect theory, dPTT justifies strategic capacity rationing
from a more plausible modeling angle.

In our baseline numerical example, the conditions of
Proposition 8 do not hold. If, however, the selling season t
is sufficiently short, or if consumers are patient (small �),
then these two conditions can be satisfied and the seller may
find it optimal to set a markdown that induces the inter-
mediate supply regime with q2 < 1. This is illustrated in
Figure 4(a), where Q is set slightly above the limited supply
level, and the markdown d = 00018 clears the entire inven-
tory. At d= 00018, approximately 96% of consumers choose
to wait and tag-price sales fall to �1 = 000161, negatively
impacting revenue. However, increasing d beyond 00018 cre-
ates the scarcity risk: The optimal d = 00037 results in q2 =

009, which increases tag price sales to �1 = 00417 so that
only 18% wait. In other words, scarcity risk induces early
purchases. In this example Q = 00509; for any larger Q, the
retailer can increase revenue by reducing supply to this quan-
tity. Strategic capacity rationing can have large implications
for profit if the inventory is costly Liu and van Ryzin (2008).

5.3. Markdown Timing

In some contexts retailers can also control the timing of
the markdown. When we set t as a decision variable, we
find that for a broad range of parameters, the dPTT model
suggests that a retailer offers the markdown sooner. Let tdPTT

and tDEU be the revenue-maximizing delays under the dPTT
and DEU models, respectively. The following result can be
established.

Proposition 9. For given �1p1d, and u∼ U60117, let Q>
�41−p41−d55. Then tdPTT < tDEU, provided es4r4d5t5 −e�t >
4s′′4r4d5t54es4r4d5t5 − 155/4s′4r4d5t552 for all t < tDEU0

Note that the RHS of the condition is negative. Therefore,
the condition is guaranteed to be satisfied if s4r4d5t5 > �t.
By the properties of the function s, the condition holds
when t is sufficiently small. Numerically, under the baseline
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Figure 4. (Color online) (a) Example of strategic rationing under dPTT: revenue (left axis) and tag price sales (right axis)
as a function of markdown d, under dPTT 4�= 0071�= 10955 and DEU models.
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Note. Parameters: Q = 00509, p = 005, t = 0001, �= 1, u∼ U60117, �= 0005, d0 = 0051 and �= 0013. (b) Revenue under dPTT and DEU as a function of
delay and optimal markdown. Parameters: Q = 006251 p = 0051�= 11 u∼ U601171�= 00051 d0 = 0051 and �= 0013.

scenario, and d = 002, we observe that the optimal delay
under dPTT is almost twice as short (tdPTT = 507 versus
tDEU = 1004). We also observe that by setting shorter delay
dPTT extracts 1% additional revenue (0.273 versus 0.270).

If a retailer can jointly optimize d and t, in the baseline
scenario, we find that dPTT and DEU set markdowns at the
same inventory clearing level ddPTT = dDEU = 0025, how-
ever, the dPTT sets the markdown sooner tdPTT = 702 ver-
sus tDEU = 1109 with the incremental revenue gain of 0.7%
(0.274 versus 0.272) (Figure 4(b)). AsQ increases both mod-
els further increase and delay markdowns, with the increas-
ing spread between tdPTT and tDEU, and slightly increasing
the revenue gain. Absent supply constraints, the dPTT timing
achieves 1.0% higher revenue compared to the DEU opti-
mal timing, with a delay almost twice as short (7.7 versus
14.6), and requiring fewer units of inventory (0.63 versus
0.67). Thus, incorporating the dPTT behavior into the mark-
down magnitude and timing optimization allows retailers to
extract more revenue over a shorter period of time, and with
a smaller inventory. This, again, can be even more profitable
if the inventory is costly.

Table 2. Impact of model parameters on markdowns, revenues, and revenue and markdown effectiveness gains from dPTT.

Scenario Parameters ddPTT (%) dDEU (%) RdPTT RdPTT4dDEU5 Rev. gain (%) Eff. gain (%)

Base case 1806 1007 002700 0.2660 1.50 2500
Expensive product p = 00751Q = 00375 1703 1007 002318 0.2234 3.76 2304
Cheap product p = 00251Q = 00825 1806 1007 001925 0.1915 0.52 2500
Short selling season t = 1 10050 308 00262 0.2568 2.02 7605
Long selling season t = 5 2208 1605 002728 0.2708 0.74 906
Concentrated valuations u∼ Beta441451Q = 0075 1800 1201 002921 0.2871 1.74 1305
Disperse valuations u∼ Beta400410045 1807 1005 002609 0.2586 0.89 2607
Low ref. markdown d0 = 0025 1302 1007 002626 0.2621 0.19 401
High ref. markdown d0 = 0075 2405 1007 002781 0.2683 3.65 5306
Patient consumers �= 0006 1003 105 002589 0.2523 2.62 287
Impatient consumers �= 002 2308 1801 002771 0.2753 0.65 701
Base case, joint 4p1d5 pdPTT = 005434, 18057 10067 002717 0.2667 1.87 2909
optimization pDEU = 005156

Note. The parameters are set to the baseline values, except those explicitly specified.

5.4. Robustness Analysis

To conclude the numerical illustrations, we considered
10 scenarios in which we varied parameters p1 t1Q1F 1d01
and �, keeping the rest at their baseline. Table 2 presents the
results, and the general observation is evident: The key qual-
itative managerial insights obtained above are not affected
by the model parameters. Indeed, the condition of Proposi-
tion 7 is satisfied for a wide range of parameter combina-
tions. Quantitatively, the revenue gain can exceed 3.5%, a
fairly remarkable increase, considering that the optimization
is performed with respect to d alone. In other studies, sim-
ilar revenue gains require joint optimization of pricing and
capacity (Özer and Zheng 2016). Moreover, the effective-
ness gain in markdown management is, in many cases, 25%
or more.

The benefit of dPTT is even greater when markdowns are
jointly optimized with tag prices. The bottom row in Table 2
presents the results of such joint optimization for the base-
case scenario: The revenue gain increases to 1.87% and the
effectiveness gain reaches nearly 30%. Across all the sce-
narios (not depicted for conciseness), the average revenue
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gain increases to 1.86% versus 1.66% when only d is opti-
mized, and the effectiveness of markdowns increases from
50% to 55%.

To summarize, by correctly accounting for the behavioral
anomalies in consumer wait-or-buy decisions, the retailer
can set higher, more meaningful markdowns and generate
more revenue. However, the magnitude of revenue gains
clearly depends on the dPTT model parameters. Hence, we
next calibrate the dPTT model and quantify its practical
impact.

6. Experimental Calibration and Validation of
the dPTT Model

Here our goal is to estimate the dPTT model parameters.
For the baseline time discount parameter we used �= 13%,
which is the average discount rate of 18% for monetary gains
between E50 and E100 from Baucells et al. (2009) adjusted
for the fact that a unit of time in their study was a month
and in ours it was 3 weeks (18 × 3/4 ≈ 13). Interestingly,
fitting the DEU model to our wait-or-buy data also results
in � = 13%. For the reference discount parameter, we used
d0 = 50%, which we obtained through an online survey with
N = 32 student participants from Canada. We asked them:
“Think about an end-of-season sale (markdown) at a retail
store, such as Boxing Day, for example. What is the percent-
age price discount that first comes to mind?” The average
response was 51%; both the mode and median were 50%.
For sensitivity to discount � and sensitivity to psychological
distance �, we conducted an experiment described below.

6.1. Design of the Experiment

To estimate 4�1�5 parameters, it suffices to collect con-
sumer wait-or- buy choice data for various discount levels d,
and probabilities of product availability q. The dPTT model
allows us to hold the benefit of consumption u, the tag
price p, and the time delay t constant.

The choice data can be collected in two ways. An intuitive
approach is to collect the binary choice data, i.e., present
subjects with combinations of 4d1 q5 and ask if they would
buy or wait. The challenge of this approach is that to have
good coverage of input parameter space, each subject would
have to answer dozens of nearly identical questions, caus-
ing subjects fatigue and disengagement, which are known to
significantly lower the quality of elicitation. An alternative
approach is to use choice lists, e.g., present subjects with
blocks of questions each containing a list of binary wait-or-
buy questions for different values of q where d is held con-
stant in each block, and varied across blocks. This approach
has been shown to increase the quality of elicitation in situ-
ations where there is an implicit indifference point (this will
be shown for our data). See the well known paper by Holt
and Laury (2002) for an example of using choice lists.

In the experiment, we set the benefit of consumption
u= 250 and the tag price p = 200. The time delay is set
at three weeks, which we normalized as t = 1. The “buy

later” option was varied over a wide range of probabilities of
product availability, q = 10%120%1 0 0 090%, and discounts
d = 5%, 15%, 25%, 50%, 75%. The selected discounts are
based on evidence from Pilehvar et al. (2016, Table 1) who
documented that inventory liquidators in practice recover
27 ± 5 cents on a dollar of the tag price; hence, discounts
larger than 75% seem ineffective. Thus, each subject saw
five choice lists, one for each d, with nine q values in each
list. We ensured that all 45 combinations were assigned to
at least one subject. The five lists appeared in random order
(see Figure 8(a) in the appendix for a screenshot). As a reli-
ability test, and after answering the choice lists, subjects
answered five binary choice questions, one from each choice
list, drawn and ordered randomly as well (see Figure 8(b)).

To make the elicitation incentive-compatible we deter-
mined the payments using a random incentive scheme
(Savage 1954). Specifically, we implemented the Prince
method, Johnson et al. (2014). Under this method, the sce-
nario for potential compensation is randomly assigned to
a subject before the experiment, but is unknown until the
experiment concludes. The scenario is provided to the sub-
jects in a tangible/physical form (usually in a sealed enve-
lope), and subjects’ answers are framed as instructions to the
experimenters about how to implement the real choice sit-
uation in the envelope. Johnson et al. (2014) show that this
improves the quality of elicitation.

6.2. Subjects and Procedure

Subjects, 64 business school students, were recruited through
an online system to participate in a decision-making experi-
ment that promised earnings of a minimum of $5 and a max-
imum of $200. Upon arrival, subjects picked physical sealed
envelopes and experimental instructions (see the appendix).
The instructions gave the following description of the deci-
sion situation:

Suppose that you went to a retail store and saw a product that
you know you can resell for $250 at any time. The product
was priced at $200 (two hundred dollars), so you picked the
product from the shelf and were about to purchase. However,
then you started thinking that in three weeks from today this
product may be marked down. Thus the question was: Should
you buy the product now or wait for the markdown?

From reading the instructions, the subjects learned that
the sealed envelopes contained two numbers, i.e., markdown
percentage and probability of product availability. They fur-
ther learned that two of them will be selected at the end of
the experiment. The envelope of a selected subject will be
privately opened and the scenario in the envelope will be
played as per the choices she will make during the experi-
ment. That is, if in that scenario (s)he chose to “buy now”
then (s)he will receive the “buy now” payment, $50, imme-
diately, plus the $5 participation fee paid to all subjects. If
(s)he chose to “wait for the markdown” then (s)he would
come again to see the experimenter in three weeks to learn
about the product’s availability (determined by whether a
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U[1,100] random integer is less than or equal to q) which
will, in turn, determine her payoff: 0 if the product is unavail-
able, or 250 − 200 × 41 − d5 ∈ 6$601$2007 otherwise. The
three-week delay was selected due to constraints associated
with the subjects’ availability.

Per instructions, two subjects were randomly selected,
ID49 (male) with d = 25% and q = 50%, and ID11 (female)
with d= 25% and q = 80%. ID49’s response to the q = 50%
question in the d = 25% choice list was to “buy now,” thus,
he was awarded $55 and left. ID11’s response to the q =

80% question in the d = 25% choice list was to “wait for
the markdown,” thus, she left the experiment with $5 pay-
ment, but in three weeks came again to see the experimenter.
The random number drawn was 15 ¶ 80 ≡ (her q), which
meant that the product was available. Thus she “bought it”
for $200 ∗ 41 − 00255 = $150 and immediately resold it to
the experimenter for a surplus of $100. That concluded our
experiment.

6.3. Structure of the Data and Initial Checks

The experimental data consists of a series of wait-or-buy
decisions that the subjects made for different 4d1 q5 combi-
nations. However, within each choice list, such data are not
independent, particularly if the choice lists reveal indiffer-
ence points. An indifference point would imply that within
each choice list, as q’s increase, subjects switch from select-
ing “buy” for low q’s to selecting “wait” for high q’s, and
they do so only once (i.e., they do not switch back to “buy”
at even higher q’s). Then, somewhere between the highest
“buy” q and the lowest “wait” q is the probability at which,
for that specific d, the subject is indifferent between buying
and waiting.

Our data shows overwhelming support for the existence
of indifference points: 62/64 subjects exhibited such an
indifference-point pattern in all choice-lists, one subject
switched more than once in a single choice list, and one
subject (ID56) exhibited behavior that is largely inconsistent
with the notion of the indifference point. We believe that
(s)he misunderstood the task; this is further supported by the
consistency analysis that follows. Thus we removed all sub-
ject ID56 data, and for the rest defined indifference points as
the mid-value between the highest “buy” q and the lowest
“wait” q (Holt and Laury 2002). Whenever a choice list had
all “buys,” the indifference points were defined as 95%, and
conversely, in a choice list with all “waits,” the indifference
point was defined at 5%. In both cases, these are the mid-
points between the corresponding subject’s answer and the
boundary of the 60117 interval for probabilities. This led to
315 indifference points.

The binary choice data were used to verify within-subject
consistency by comparing the decision made in a binary-
choice question to the corresponding decision made in the
respective choice list. This analysis also reveals formidable
consistency: 67% of our subjects were consistent in all deci-
sions; 23% were consistent in all-but-one choice. Only one
subject, ID56, was inconsistent in more than three, which

supported our decision to exclude his/her data from the anal-
ysis. The remainder is a set of highly consistent wait-or-buy
data on 63 usable subjects, which we next use to estimate
the dPTT model parameters 4�1�5.

6.4. Parameter Estimation

Given the structure of our data, we designed the estimation
procedure to minimize the deviations between the observed
and implied indifference points. Note that we purposefully
did not use a somewhat more intuitive maximum likelihood
estimation for the binary choice data because the existence
of the indifference points for most subjects implies that many
of the binary choice data points are not independent. Indeed,
if for d = 25% one’s indifference point is q = 65%, then the
only two independent binary choice data points are a “buy”
for d = 25%1 q = 60% and a “wait” for d = 25%1 q = 70%;
all data points with q < 60% will have a “buy” decision, and
those with q > 70% will have a “wait.”

The choice-list data consists of a set of indifference pairs
in the form of 4d̃ij1 q̃ij5, where d̃ is the observed discount
value and q̃ is the imputed indifference probability value as
explained above; j is the index for the subject, and i is the
index for the observation. In the context of our model, the
indifference between buying and waiting given a 4d1 q5 pair
and model parameters �1� implies

u−p=4u−p41−d55exp
[

−

(

ln
1
q

+�e�4d0−d5t

)�]

0 (11)

Since the expression on the left is independent of q and
the expression on the right is a monotone function of q, for
any d there exists the implied q4d5 for which Equation (11)
holds. Solving for q4d5 we obtain that:

q4d5 ≡ q4d5��1�

= exp
{

−

(

− ln
(

u−p

u−p41 −d5

))1/�

+�e�4d0−d5t

}

0 (12)

Figure 5 presents the observed indifference probabilities
for different discounts; the size of the bubble is proportional
to the number of subjects with the same 4d̃ij1 q̃ij5 combina-
tion. The figure also presents the implied q4d5 values for the
optimal fit. Finally, it highlights an important observation
that motivates how we fit our model to this data: The data
points (and, hence, the resultant estimation errors) are cen-
sored. Indeed, since the indifference probability cannot be
larger than 100% or smaller than zero, for small discounts,
the estimated errors will be censored on the left, and for
large discounts, on the right. As argued by Powell (1984), in
a situation with censored observations and errors, the least
absolute deviation (LAD) criterion is more appropriate than
the standard least squares (LS) estimation. Thus we mea-
sure the goodness of fit between the implied and observed
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Figure 5. (Color online) Observed, q̃ij and implied
q4d̃ij5 indifference probabilities.
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probabilities for a given discount and model parameters by
the absolute difference: LADij4d̃ij5��1� =�4q̃ij −q4d̃ij55��1��0
We select the parameters of the pooled model to minimize
the total LAD over all subjects and lists, i.e., by solving:
min�1�6

∑

i1 j LADij4d̃ij5��1�7. Individual models can be sim-
ilarly defined for each subject j by taking a sum over i
only. Note that, similar to how LS regression is interpreted
as a conditional mean, the LAD regression is interpreted
as a conditional median (Powell 1984). The estimation was
performed in VBA using the multistart generalized reduced
gradient (GRG) engine in the Premium Solver Platform.

Figure 6 presents the estimated � and � parameters. The
×s on Figure 6 represent the estimated individual �j1�j

pairs using the LAD method based on the choice-list data.
Note that, although our model implies � ¶ 1, we relaxed
this constraint in fitting the model. The majority of subjects
indeed had �¶ 1; seven subjects had estimated � > 1, and
for another seven , the estimation problem is unbounded:
Those subjects exhibit reverse subendurance and our model
therefore best fits their choices at � → �. The median of
individual estimates, � = 0092321� = 109694, (depicted by
the square on the figure) is unaffected by these few subjects.

The triangle in Figure 6 represents the pooled LAD
estimate, i.e., � = 0090291� = 109474. The error bars

Figure 6. (Color online) Estimates of the parametric
dPTT model, � and �.
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correspond to two standard deviations from the estimated
parameter. Given that our model is highly nonlinear, and
hence its error structure is unclear, we calculated standard
errors by bootstrapping (the jackknife approach was used,
Efron 1979; Boos and Stefanski 2013, Chapter 10). The esti-
mated errors are 00015 for � and 00162 for �. It is thus
evident that the subjects significantly deviated from the fully
rational estimates (� = 11� = 0), but the pooled estimate
and individual median are not statistically different. Both
suggest that � ≈ 009, � ≈ 1095 which, not coincidentally,
were used in numerical illustrations of Section 5.1. There the
dPTT sets the optimal markdown at 18.6% (versus 10.7% of
DEU), increasing revenue by 1.5%, and the effectiveness of
markdowns by 25%.

6.5. Robustness to Errors in Parameter Estimation

As is true for most models, an important question is whether
our qualitative prediction is robust to errors in parameter esti-
mation. For instance, if the “true” (�1�) are different from
our estimate , then how well would our suggested mark-
down perform? Specifically, would it still be better to use the
dPTT-optimal markdown (with misestimated parameters), or
should one use the DEU optimum instead, which does not
have those parameters?

Figure 7(a) shows the revenue loss due to errors in param-
eter estimates. Here the seller applies d = 00186 (as is opti-
mal for � = 0091� = 1095) but consumers behave as if
they have different (�1�). Note that for a large range of
“true” parameters, the loss is negligible. For example, at
�= 0071�= 106 the revenue loss is 0002%, i.e., nearly 100×

smaller than the gain over DEU. Figures 7(b) and (c) further
explore the gains in revenue and effectiveness of markdown
pricing over DEU. Significantly, the gains are positive for a
very wide range of parameters; in fact, no error in estimat-
ing � could lead to DEU outperforming dPTT.

We note that sensitivity results of a similar magnitude
were also presented in Özer and Zheng (2016), who also
found that the improvement from their policy is approxi-
mately ten times larger than the loss from the possible mis-
estimation of parameters. As their model also has two addi-
tional parameters, it seems that building more complex mod-
els that capture behavioral effects may indeed be superior to
using DEU, which has fewer parameters, but disregards such
effects.

6.6. Out-of-Sample Validation Experiment

To provide an external validation of the effectiveness of the
dPTT model, we conduct an out-of-sample experiment. We
use the scaled parameters from the earlier numerical illus-
tration, u ∈ U6011007, p = 50, t = 3, �= 0013, �= 0005.
Recall that for these parameters, the optimal discount under
DEU is predicted at 10.7% while under dPTT it is at 18.6%.
Therefore, in the validation experiment, we compare the con-
trol group that sees a markdown price of $45 (d = 10%)
and the treatment group that sees a markdown price of $40
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Figure 7. (Color online) Impact of unknown true parameters on: (a) Revenue loss (%), (b) Revenue gain (%) relative to
DEU, and (c) Gain in effectiveness of markdown pricing (%) relative to DEU.
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Note. Parameters: �= 009, �= 1095, Q = 006251 p = 0051 t = 31�= 11 u∼ U601171�= 00051 d0 = 005 and �= 0013.

(d = 20%). The DEU model predicts that HDEU4d = 0015=

006048, i.e., consumers with u = 511 0 0 0 160 should wait,
and those with u = 611 0 0 0 1100 should buy. Similarly,
H dPTT4d = 0025 = 005938, which results in identical predic-
tions. Since experimental subjects would naturally exhibit
some noise, we varied u= 511 0 0 0 170 to have an equal num-
ber of observations on either side of the predicted thresholds.

Each subject was provided a pair 4u1d5, d= 810%120%9,
u = 8511521 0 0 0 1709 and was asked whether (s)he would
purchase an item now at p = $50 or wait for two months
(recall that t = 3 is 9 weeks∼2 months) and purchase at the
corresponding markdown. The benefit of consumption was
induced in the same way as in the elicitation experiment,
through the ability to sell the item at $u to the experimenter.
The product availability in both cases was 100%, as that
is the prediction at both optimal discounts. Before running
the experiment, we determined via a simulation that a sam-
ple size of approximately N = 600 would be needed. Since
this exceeds what is feasible in a lab, the experiment was
implemented on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Subjects were
exposed to randomly drawn 4u1d5 pairs and upon submit-
ting their choice were given a unique code that they entered
to get paid. The average hourly rate was US$4.53.

We analyze the collected data as follows: For a given d,
we call a complete set of subjects with u= 8511521 0 0 0709 a
market. We assign subjects to markets on a first-come, first-
served basis; that is, market 1 (for a given d) consists of the
first arriving subject with u = 51, the first arriving subject
with u = 521 0 0 0 for that d; market 2 consists of the second
arriving subject with u = 51, the second arriving subject
with u= 521 0 0 0 for that d, and so on. Due to randomness in
generating 4u1d5 pairs, the data contains n= 14 markets for
both d’s. We padded the data with u= 711 0 0 0 1100 subjects
who buy now, and u= 451 0 0 0 150 for d = 10% (u= 401
0 0 0 150 for d = 20%) who nonstrategically wait. We then
counted the subjects who wait (or buy) in each market and
computed the revenue.

The observed revenue (standard deviation) at d = 10% is
$2,601.44 (19.67), and the observed revenue at d = 20%

is $2,648.63 (30.16). As predicted, increasing the mark-
down from the DEU to the dPTT optimum increased rev-
enue. The absolute difference between the two is $47019> 0
with p < 0001 (two-sample, double-sided, unequal variances
t-test). Additionally, because the markets were constructed
in an identical, first-come, first-served basis, a paired com-
parison is valid; here the, revenue with d = 20% was larger
in 13 out of 14 markets. The relative improvement of
47/2,601 ≈ 1.8% is very similar to the theoretically antici-
pated improvement of 1.5%. Furthermore, since the revenue
of $2,500 can be obtained without dynamic pricing at all, the
incremental revenue from markdowns increased from $101
to $148, or by nearly 50%, clearly a sizable gain in effec-
tiveness of markdown pricing.

To summarize, the validation experiment confirms the
main finding of our paper: due to the behavioral anomalies
that affect how people decide to wait or buy, retailers should
offer higher markdowns than the standard theory suggests,
and by doing so, obtain higher revenue.

7. Conclusion

The importance of markdown management to modern retail-
ers is hardly a question: Nearly 1/3 of unit sales and 1/5
of dollar sales are generated at markdowns (Smith and
Achabal 1998, Agrawal and Smith 2009). Furthermore, with
retailers’ net profit margins being approximately 3%, each
percent of extra markdown revenue translates into major
profit increases. The proliferation of markdowns, however,
fueled strategic waiting: effectively, every time a consumer
enters the store (s)he mentally “solves” a wait-or-buy prob-
lem: should (s)he buy the item now or wait for a possible
markdown? Being aware of the behavioral regularities sur-
rounding this decision, and incorporating them into mark-
down management offers substantial revenue opportunity for
retailers.

In this paper, we study this fundamental wait-or-buy prob-
lem from a unique, behavioral, perspective. The core idea of
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our study is that the wait-or-buy decision reflects a multi-
dimensional trade-off between the delay in getting an item,
the likelihood of getting it, and the magnitude of the price
discount. Multiple studies in decision analysis, psychology,
and behavioral economics, showed that all these trade-offs
are prone to behavioral regularities by which decision mak-
ers deviate from the discounted expected utility model used
in the current literature.

We present behavioral preference conditions (axioms) that
support a modification of the discounted expected utility
model. Our preference conditions capture three behavioral
anomalies widely documented in laboratory experiments,
i.e., the common ratio effect in risk perception, the com-
mon difference effect in time perception (a.k.a., hyperbolic
discounting), and the magnitude effect in time discounting
(a.k.a., subendurance). Key in our formulation is the con-
cept of psychological distance. The result is a parsimonious
modification of the discounted expected utility. We solve
the consumer’s wait-or-buy problem and embed it into the
firm’s markdown optimization problem. We calibrate the
model parameters using experimental data, validate it out-of-
sample, and show that accounting for the behavioral anoma-
lies results in substantially larger markdowns that the current
literature suggests and leads to noticeable revenue gains.

Supplemental Material

Supplemental material to this paper is available at https://doi.org/
10.1287/opre.2016.1547.
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Appendix. Experimental Instructions

You are about to participate in an experiment in the economics of
decision making. There are no right or wrong answers; just express
your preferences. By doing so you can earn a substantial amount of
money that will be paid to you as is explained below. If you have a
question at any time, please raise your hand and the experimenter
will answer it; do not talk with one another for the duration of the
experiment.

Overview of the Experiment
The context of the experiment is the following:

Wait or Buy? Suppose that you went to a retail store and
saw a product that you know you can resell for $250 at any
time. The product was priced at $200 (two hundred dollars),
so you picked the product from the shelf and were about to
purchase. However, then you started thinking that in three
weeks from today this product may be marked down. Thus the
question was: Should you buy the product now or wait for the
markdown?

As you entered the room you selected a sealed envelope. Do not
open the envelope until the end of the experiment. The envelope

contains two numbers: (1) the markdown percentage and the
(2) likelihood that the product will be available when you visit the
store again in three weeks. Either number could vary between 5%
and 90%. As yet, you do not know which two numbers are inside
your envelope.

With the help of the experimental interface (see the screenshot
and the link on the next page) you will give the experimenter
instructions as to whether you would like to buy the product now
or wait three weeks until the markdown for each possible combina-
tion of the markdown percentage and the likelihood of availability
that could be inside your envelope. You will first be asked five
questions, each containing a single markdown percentage and nine
different likelihoods of availability. Your answers to those ques-
tions will determine your pay. We will then ask you six additional
questions each containing a single markdown percentage and a
single likelihood of availability just to double-check your answers.

How You Will Be Paid

At a minimum you will be paid $5 just for participation in this
experiment. At the maximum you can earn over $200. We will
determine how much you will earn as follows: At the end of the
experiment today we will randomly select two participants. These
selected participants will stay with the experimenter to complete
the process; everyone else will collect their $5 and leave.

The experimenter (“we”) and each selected participant (“you”)
will in private complete the following procedure. First, we will
open your envelope and find out your markdown percentage and
the likelihood of availability. Second, we will look up the Wait-
or-Buy choice you made during the experiment for that specific
markdown percentage and likelihood of availability.

• If your choice was “Buy now” then you will buy the product
for $200 and immediately resell it to the experimenter for $250,
keeping the remaining $250 − 200 = $50.

• If your choice was “Wait for the markdown” then in three
weeks (i.e., on April 23, 2014) you will have to stop by Prof.
[Removed by the authors for confidentiality] office to learn about
the product availability.

—Product availability will be determined by drawing a ran-
dom number between 1 and 100 (all numbers being equally likely)
and comparing it to the likelihood of availability from your enve-
lope. If the random number is less or equal to the likelihood from
the envelope, the product will be determined to be “available” or
otherwise “unavailable.”

—If the product is available, then its price will be adjusted
according to the markdown percentage from your envelope, you
will pay the adjusted price, immediately resell the product to the
experimenter for $250 and keep the rest of the money. For example,
if the markdown percentage is 50% then the adjusted price will be
$200 × 50% = $100, and after re-selling the product you will keep
the remaining $250 − 100 = $150.

—If the product is unavailable, then you will have nothing to
resell and thus there will be no additional money.

All money will be paid to you in cash. All decisions and earnings
are confidential.

Screenshot of the Experimental Interface

[Removed by the authors to save space; it is identical to Figure 8(a)
except that the actual markdown percentage was replaced with XX
to ensure that all values receive equal amount of subjects attention.]

Link: [Removed by the authors for confidentiality.]
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Figure 8. (Color online) Screenshots of the choice list (a) and binary choice (b) questions.

(a)

(b)

Endnotes

1. That risk and time distance are substitutes yields two nontrivial
predictions, i.e., that the common ratio effect can be reproduced
by adding a common delay to both options; and that the common
difference effect can be reproduced using a common probability
reduction for both options. Intuitively, both manipulations increase
the distance � = ln41/q5 + r4d5t, and because s4�5 is concave,

they induce loss of sensitivity with respect to probability or time
and make the payoff dimension more salient. In particular, adding
a common delay of three months to choice 1 in Table 1 would
produce a reversal. Indeed, Baucells and Heukamp (2010, Table 1)
show that only 43% of subjects prefer (9E, for sure, 3 months) to
(12E, with 80%, 3 months). Similarly, adding a common reduction
of probability to choice 3 in Table 1 would produce a reversal.
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Indeed, Keren and Roelofsma (1995, Table 1) show that only 39%
of subjects prefer (100 fl, with 50%, now) to (110 fl, with 50%,
4 weeks).
2. The fluid model is a limiting case of multiple probabilistic
demand when the demand rate and capacity grow proportionally
large (Maglaras and Meissner 2006).
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